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In this paper we discuss the existence of nonzero fixed points for strict-set- 
contractions leaving a cone invariant in a Banach space. 
Let E be a Banach space. If  A, B are subsets of E and c is a real number we will 
denote by Z(A) the convex closure of A and 
CA = {cu: a E A}. 
The measure of noncompactness of a bounded subset A of E, y[A], is defined 
as the infimum of all positive numbers d such that A can be covered by finitely 
many sets of diameters not greater than d. It is well known (cf. [7, Lemma 5.2, 
Chap. I]) that if A, B are bounded subsets of E and c is a real number, then: 
(9 r@Wl = A4 
(ii) r[A + BI < y[Al + r[Bl, 
(ii9 y[cAl = I c I r[Al, 
(iv> r[A u Bl = ma4#1, Y[BII. 
I f  01 is any function which assigns to each bounded subset A of E a nonnegative 
real number or[A], we shall say that (Y is a generalized measure of noncompactness 
on E [9] if it satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and if th ere exist positive constants m, M 
such that 
m+] < y[A] d MC@] 
for every bounded subset A of E. 
Let E, F be Banach spaces with generalized measures of noncompactness ac , 
(Ye respectively, and let k > 0. A map T: E -F is said to be a k-set-contraction 
if it is continuous and or,[T(A)] < kcu,[A] f  or all bounded subsets A of E. It is 
said to be a strict-set-contraction if it is a k-set-contraction for some k < 1. 
If  E is a Banach space, a nonempty subset P of E is called a cone if it is closed, 
invariant under addition and multiplication by nonnegative real numbers and 
P n (-P) = (O}. Each cone P induces an ordering in E by defining x > y  if 
and only if x - y  E P. A cone P is said to be total ii E = P - P. 
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Let E and F be Banach spaces. We denote by L(E, F) the Banach space of all 
continuous linear mappings from E into F. If P is a total cone in E a map 
T: P -+ F is said to be diferentiable at x E P along P if there exists T’(x) E L(E, F) 
such that 
Ii T(x -t h) .- T(x) - T’(x) h jl 
‘hj-$ ------ ------= . 
I& 
,: 
,; h II 
0 
A map T: P---f F is said to be asymptotically linear along P if there exists 
T’( co) E L(E, F) such that 
and in this case T’(W) is called the derivative at infinity along P of I‘. 
In what follows we investigate the existence of nonzero fixed points for 
strict-set-contractions T that map a cone P of an ordered Banach space E into 
itself. We point out that we require I’ to be a strict-set-contraction with respect 
to some generalized measure of noncompactness 01 (same for domain and range). 
Specifically we examine, among others, the following 
THEOREM 1. Let E be an ordered Banach space with total positive cone P and 
let T: P + P be a strict-set-contraction. Suppose that 
(a) T is asymptotically linear along P, that T(0) --= 0 and that T is dif- 
ferentiable at 0 along P; 
(b) T’(0) does not have a positive eigenvector belonging to an eigenvalue 
greater than or equal to one, that one is not an eigenvalue with corresponding positive 
eigenvector of ‘T’(m) but there exists A, ‘;. 1 and g E I’, g i- 0 such that T’( nc;) g 
= Lg. 
7’hen 7’ has a fixed point x* :.z 0 (i.e., X” E f’, .Y’ +‘y 0). 
THk33Rl31 2. Theorem 1 holds if condition (b) is replaced b> 
(b*) T’(m) does not have a positive eigenvector corresponding to an eigen- 
vulue greater than or equal to one, that one is not an eigenvalue with corresponding 
positive eigenvector for T’(O) but there exists A, > 1 and g E P, g # 0 such that 
T’(0) g == Xog. 
Theorems 1 and 2 have been proved by Krasnosel’skii for compact mappings 
‘f [6, Theorems 4.16 and 4.111. For strict set contractions they were proved by 
Edmunds, Potter and Stuart [3] under the additional assumptions that T maps 
all of E into the cone P and that P is normal; they were proved without these 
extra hypotheses by Amann [I]. ‘The proofs in [I, 31 are based on the theory 
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of degree for K-set-contractions as developed by Nussbaum [8]. Since this degree 
theory requires for its comprehension quite elaborate preparations and therefore 
could not be absorbed quickly, proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 not using it seem 
desirable. It might also be mentioned that the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
in [6] for compact mappings do not make use of degree theory for those maps. 
For strict set-contractions, Theorem 2 has already been proved without using degree 
theory in Section IV.4 of [7]. It appears that the method given therein cannot be 
modified to prove Theorem 1. In fact, in the case of compact mappings, an 
examination of [6] h s ows that proving Theorem I without using degree theory is 
significantly more complicated than proving Theorem 2. 
For 0 C< Y < R, let Pr,R denote the subset of the cone P consisting of all 
elements x for which Y < 1’ x 1’ < R. Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on the 
following lemma. It seems to us that our proofs of this lemma and of Theorem I 
have interesting differences with those in [6j for compact mappings. 
LEMMA. Let T be a strict set contraction mapping P,,, into P satisfying the 
conditions 
TX = vO (x E P, jl x/I = I) 
and 
TX = u,, (x E P, 1: x 11 = R) 
where i 1 vO I! C: Y  < R < 11 u,, 11 . Then the mapping T has at least onejxedpoint in 
P r,R . 
Note. For compact mappings T this lemma has been proved by Krasnosel’skii 
[6, Lemma 4.51. A more general version of this Lemma 4.5 of [6j can be found 
in [4, Theorem 1.31 or [5]. 
Proof of the Lemma. We consider only the nontrivial case 11 z’” 1’ < Y  < R 4: 
! Un/i. 
WC first extend our mapping T to a mapping T,: Pu,,!,JoI, -+ PO,ilu,!, by 
T,(x) = % if R-;;xj <!,u!i 
T,(x) = TX if Y c<lixii .<;I? 
T,(x) = v,, if ;j .‘c i :; I’. 
It is clear that Tl is again a strict-set-contraction. Define 
and 
K nfl = conv(T,(K,J), n 2 0. 
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It is easy to see that K,,, C K, for all 11 and that 
iiT o1(K,) = 0. 
Hence the intersection of the K,‘s is a compact nonempty convex subset of 
P. We denote 
Co = fi Kn. 
?I=1 
Observe that TJC,) C C, and that U, , q, E C, . 
Now we define 
Cl = (Co n Pr,R) U {x E P: II x 1) = I or I( x II = R) 
and T,: Cl --t P by 
T,(x) = u0 if (I x iJ = A 
T*(x) - T(x) if XE ccl n P,,R 
T,(x) = v. if ,\Xi! =r. 
It is clear that T, is a compact continuous map and that its range is contained 
in C, . Now we use Dugandji’s Extension Theorem [2] to obtain a map 
T,: P,,, - Co 
which is an extension of T2 to P,,, and with its range contained in C, (hence a 
compact mapping). 
By [6, Lemma 4.51 T, has a fixed point x,, E Pr,& and x0 belongs necessarily to 
co n p&R . But T, coincides with T in C,, n P,,, . Q.E.D. 
Observation. The hypothesis of T being a strict set contraction can be 
greatly relaxed in the Lemma. It suffices to assume that if A is a subset of P,,, 
and if we define 
A, = A 
AT1 = PT., n WL) 
then lim,,, CL[A,J = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let k E [0, 1) b e a number such that cc[T(A)] < kol[A] 
for every bounded subset A of P and choose p > 0 such that k + p < 1. For 
each nonnegative integer n let 
n’ 
n 
= K-i-; > ny 
28(n) :: n* - n, 
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and define a mapping T,,: Pl,,pn.nr + P as follows: 
T,(x) = (2n (( x (1 - 1) TX 
z: 9 T( -x ,, :,, + (qx,, - nyg for n << jJ s ij < n + 6(n) 
j( x (1 n* - [j x (1 _-A 
w T ( 1: ,, 
- x 
n 
$- P(n)g for It -t 6(n) < I/ XII & 11*. 
We note that if we were to follow [7], page 15 1, we should have taken 
However it is then not clear that the resulting mapping T,, is a strict-set- 
contraction. 
We first show that T,, is a strict-set-contraction from PI,,,,,, into P. Let A 
be a bounded subset of Pllsn.nr and put 
A, = A n Pm,.n , 4 = A n %,+8(n) I A, 5 A n f’n+m,n- . 
Since 0 < 2n 11 x 11 - 1 < I for 1/2n < 11 x /I < 1 /n, it follows that 
and 
+“,&&)I G 4conv[T(4) u W)ll d 4T(41 d W41. 
Since I] x II/n < n*/n = I/(k + p) for n < 11 x /I < n* and the mapping 
x-+ W/ll~ll)~l (Ilxll b ) n is also a strict-set-contraction with the same 
constant K as T (cf. [7, Proposition 5.7, Chap. III]), we have 
We deduce that 
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Moreover, we have: 
for ! x /: II”, 
T,L(x) = P(n)g -.-. ; (&, - qig 
and for sufficiently large 11, 
n” 
- 
4 
t 
1 2 
--- 
k+p 
I 1 --- i;g,i>n*=k-;r. 
Thus for sufficiently large n, the lemma above can be applied to the mapping T,i 
and we get that T, has a fixed point X: E P1,En,n, . It remains to show that 
1 /n >z j! .x: ‘1 < n for large n. Suppose that for a subsequence {KQ} we have 
I /‘2n, 5: 1: x:; ‘1 -CZ: I /n, . Then 
xz, = (2nj ii .I$~II - I) T(r,*J 
or 
where 
To shorten notations, we shall write XT for xzi and yi for ?i . Ry taking a 
subsequence if necessary, we can assume that the sequence {ri] converges to 
y0 E [0, I]. Dividing (I) by I/ xi* I\ and putting yi --= x,*/j\ xl* !I , we obtain 
y, = y. W) - T’(O) (43 
I I ,I xi ‘I 
+ (IQ - Y,,) T’(O) h) -i. mW9 (rib (2) 
Since /j x,” !I -+ 0, the first term on the right hand side of (2) tends to 0 as i -+ ,co. 
Let B 7 {J~J~;T. From (2) we obtain 
44 - Y~GV) WI. (3) 
Since (cf. [7, Lemma 4.5, Chap. IV]) T'(0) is also a strict set-contraction on P, 
(3) shows that B =- {~v~}P.~ is relatively compact and we can assume by taking a 
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subsequence if necessary that yi + y,, with 1) y0 1) = 1 as i + co. From (2) we 
then have 
y” : = y,T’(O) (yo). 
But this contradicts the hypothesis that Z”(0) has no positive eigenvectors 
belonging to eigenvalues 3 I. 
Now suppose that for a subsequence {n,}, n, < /I .x:. 1: 2; n, -k S(n,) 
or 
yi == T( yJ ;- pi jl yi ,I g (4) 
where yi = nix,*,/ll xn*, j! and /3j = [,I x,Ti I - ni]“/l, x:~ Ii . Let 1 be a positive 
linear functional ‘on E with 2(g) > 0 (such a functional can always be found). 
From (4) we deduce 
Therefore, by taking a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that pi -+ & 
as i-c co. From (4) we have 
Yt - = 
1’ Yi 1’ 
T(yi) -j ,yco’ (yi) $ T’(m) (6) + pig. 
I_ 7 I 
Since II yi ( + co as i --+ co, the first term on the right hand side of (5) tends to 0 
as i -+ co and since T’(a) is also a strict set-contraction on P (cf. [7], Lemma 4.2, 
Chapter IV), an argument similar to the one already given above shows that 
the set {JJ~/~/ yi !i}& is relatively compact. Thus, taking a subsequence if neces- 
sary, we can assume that yJ/l yi jl,-+ z0 with il z,, ‘1 = 1 as i + co. From (5) we 
therefore obtain 
Then p,, > 0, otherwise z, is an eigenvector of T’(co) with eigenvalue = 1. Let 
r, be such that z, > t,g but z, > tg if t > t, . Then 
Since Amto + PO > to, the minimality of t, is violated. 
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Now suppose that for a subsequence (n,}, ai + 6(n,) < )I xn*,\\ < n:. Then 
C 
ni 
T iq”“’ I 
?ZiS’(?Zi) 
-I- mg 
or 
Yi = VET -I- pi II Yi II g (6) 
where 
WC, 
yi == ;I 
(7) 
On the other hand, from (6) we have 
+ vi II T(Y~) - T’(m) (Yi>II ! vi T’(a) yi -- 
I: Yi I’ 
. 
II I’ Yi II 
But then 
SUP 7i < Co 
I 
which contradicts (7). Q.E.D. 
Let T be a mapping defined on the positive cone P of an ordered Banach 
space E with range in P. T is called a compression of the cone P if numbers 
r, R > 0 can be found such that 
TX z& x XE P, )‘x)! <r, x $; 0 
and for all E > 0, 
Tx$(l +-E)S SE P, 11x/j 3 R. 
On the other hand, T is called an expansion of the cone P if T(0) = 0 and numbers 
T, R > 0 can be found such that for all E > 0 
Tx2(1 +,)x XGP, liX!l Sgr, x f  0 (8) 
and 
TX $- x x E P, (/ x I! > R. (9) 
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Krasnosel’skii has proved [6, Theorems 4.12 and 4.141 that if T is a compact 
compression or a compact expansion of the cone P then it has at least one non- 
zero fixed point in P. Potter [lo] recently has proved that if T is a strict set- 
contraction and a compression of the cone P then it has a nonxero fixed point in 
P; he then states the same result for expansions of the cone P without proof, 
mentioning that the proof is similar to that for compressions. It seems to us that 
the situation is not that simple because, in the first place, to prove the existence 
of a fixed point for a cone expansion we need the lemma established above which 
is not proved in [lo]. (In [6j, Krasnosel’skii also based his proof on the lemma 
which was proved for compact T.) In the second place, it does not seem obvious 
that the construction given in [lo] for cone compressions when modified along 
the lines of [6] will produce a mapping which is still a strict set-contraction. 
Therefore we prove 
THEOREM 3. Let T be a strict set-contraction and an expansion of the cone P. 
Then T has at least one nonzero jixed pojnt in P. 
Proof. Let R E [0, 1) be a number such that ol[T(A)] < h~l[A] for every 
bounded subset A of P. As in the proof of Theorem 1, let t.~ > 0 be such that 
li + p < 1. With Y, R > 0 as given in (8), (9) relating to the definition of a cone 
expansion, let 
R*z li 
kfEL’ 26 = R* - R. 
We define T: Pr12.Rq + P as follows 
i’(x) zzc 2 II x II - ’ T(x) 
Y  
= T(x) for y G II x II < R 
=~T[&x]+(llxll-R)h forR<IIxII<R+S, 
_ “;‘I R*- II41 
6 for R + 6 < 11 x 11 < R*, 
where h > 0 satisfying 
SllhlI>R*+~ sup II Tr II. 
W~P.IIWII<~ 
(10) 
Such an h can certainly be found. 
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Again, we would like to point out that if we were to follow [6] we should have 
taken 
Then it is not at all clear that the resulting map T is a strict set-contraction. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, it can be verified that p is a strict set-contraction 
mapping Pl.!e,RI into P. Moreover, 
TX = 0 whenever ii Xii Zz I-, 2 
‘1 Txil =Si hi, >R* whenever Ij x!I = R. 
Thus the lemma is applicable and F has a fixed point x* E P,.i2,Re . It remains 
to show that Y  < ‘1 r* ‘1 SC< R. It is clear that r/2 < ‘1 x II . Suppose I! x I/ < r, then 
x* _ 2 11 x* i! - r - 
r 
.- T(x*) 
2r-22) x*/j 
T(x*) L- (1 + ~.- 
* 
21 q-r 
x . 
Since 
2Y - 2 ,: x* 11 
--‘--->o, 
2’ x*1! -Y 
this violates (8). 
We next assume that R < II x* !I < R + 6. Then 
x* = q T (Ax*) $- (Ii x* 11 - R) h, 
I x* 
and 
This contradicts (9). 
Finally, let us assume that R + 6 < 11 x* 11 < R*. Then 
x* lix*d R*-iiix*II - 
R 6 
T (&x* t- % ) 
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from which we deduce 
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allhi ~i~x*~~~IIX*li R*-ii(x*li T’ R x* \ R s I/ ( 1 x* Ii )I, 
R*' 
1.2 R* -i- x- T 
II ( 
R 
Fx* ) ;, 
which contradicts (10). 
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